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Nora Liu, women's basketball coach... 
...strikes several poses in last night's. 
Ohio's col leges to be investigated 
By Terry Potosnak 
Staff Reporter 
The Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare (HEW) will 
conduct an investigation into Ohio's 
colleges and universities within two 
years to determine if they are in- 
tentionally segregated. 
The HEW investigation will center on 
Central State University in Wilber- 
force, Ohio which is "a predominantly 
black, tax-supported institution since 
its founding in 1947," according to an 
article that appeared in The Cleveland 
Press. 
That university's enrollment 
currently is 85 percent black, although 
Dr. Fuad Suleiman, Central State 
University vice president, said there is 
nothing that legally designates it a 
black school. The university is open to 
students of all backgrounds, he said. 
THE INVESTIGATION, recently 
announced by HEW secretary Joseph 
F. Califano, will include seven Southern 
states as well as Ohio. Those states are 
Delaware, Texas, South Carolina. 
Alabama, Missouri, Kentucky and West 
Virginia. 
Donald Mcl^aren, public in- 
formation assistant at the Office of 
Civil Rights, in Cleveland, said those 
eight states had separate school 
systems for blacks and whites at one 
time. Each state has at least one in- 
stitution where the system still may 
exist, he added. 
McLearen said investigators will 
evalutate the facilities and resources at 
schools suspected of intentional 
segregation and determine if the ac- 
cusation is true. 
IF EVIDENCE shows that 
segregation exists, the institutions will 
be given the opportunity to correct the 
situation, McLearen said. 
If those schools fail to comply, they 
could lose federal funding. 
"The law states that you can't use 
federal money to discriminate," 
McLearen said, adding that principle 
university funding comes from HEW. 
In addition, the law forbids 
discrimination on the basis of sex. he 
said. 
HEW recently has completed a 
similar investigation on six Southern 
states operating under segregated 
school systems. 
Mcl<earen said those states have 
reformed their practices. 
SCHOOLS SUSPECTED of in- 
tentional segregation usually offer no 
inclination for integration, he said. 
He explained that when a program or 
facility was installed in a 
predominately white school, the same 
facility also would be installed in a 
black school. Those schools tend to 
uphold segregation. 
"What we have to do is to eliminate 
decisions where people are going to 
college on the basis of their race," 
Mcl.earensaid. 
Academics should be considered 
instead of skin color, he said. 
Influenza epidemic 
strikes University 
.  By Kathy Krusi' 
Staff Reporter 
If surviving "the great blizzard of 
'78" or the current electricity cutback 
plan has not provided enough malady, 
the University might reach its limit 
while contending with a recent out- 
break of influenza. 
"I call this an epidemic," Dr. 
Thomas J. Iladley, a physician at 
University Health Services, said. "It 
started about a week ago and this week 
it seemed to peak." 
An increase in patient visits also was 
noted by Health Services Administrator 
John M. Ketzer. 
"On Monday, we treated 305 
patients. The normal number is about 
220 per day," Ketzer said. 
ALTHOUGH the virus has not been 
cultured for identification, Hadley 
described its symptoms as particularly 
virulent. 
"Basically, I've found that patients 
have three different types of symp- 
toms," he said. "Some display 
lethargy. They're pooped out. Then, 
there are others with runny noses, 
upper respiratory infections. The rest 
have nausea, vomiting, some diarrhea." 
"We know it's serious because 
students usually sit up while they're 
waiting to see the doctor. But now 
many of them are lying down to wait," 
Ketzer said. 
Hadley explained that the strain of 
virus present among the campus 
community probably has evolved from 
a less severe strain, which would not 
have affected students in such a 
devastating way. 
"USUALLY we've built up antibodies 
which can keep us from being 
susceptible to common flu viruses, but 
this is a newer more powerful virus." 
he said. 
"We're also picking up more strep 
throat," Hadley said, stressing the 
importance of treating symptoms 
before more serious complications 
arise. 
In addition to flu and strep throat, 
two cases of infectious hepatitis have 
been reported at the University. 
A male resident of Offenhauer West 
dormitory "definitely had infectious 
hepatitis," Hadley said. 
The student was diagnosed as being 
in the early stages of illness when he 
visited the clinic Tuesday, he said. 
Also, a Kreischer-Batchelder 
resident has contracted hepatitis and 
last week went to Student Health 
Services, according to the woman's 
resident adviser. Neither Ketzer or 
Hadley said they were aware of this, 
however. 
Both students reportedly have been 
sent home and those in close contact 
with either of the two have received 
gamma globulin injections to prevent 
contraction of hepatitis. 
hotobv Karon Br.iz' < 
BETH ll\\Si:\. FOUR, appears puzzled as she views a 
■ k n ilit•-(nix. treated by David L. Cayton. at the 
I'n vorsily'j School nl Art Faculty Exhibition. The show, 
ii if. d in ihe McFall Center gallery, is open I rum 8 a.m. lo5 
p nt. Monday through Friday and 2-4 p.m. Saturday and 
: inday 'iiitil March l-\ The exhibition is free and open to the 
piblie. 
Inside the News 
l'i: \ ll'HKS. . .Mime Trent Arlcrberry was on campus this week 
and Jim Flick talked to him about his work. Page 5. 
SPORTS.. .The hockey games again are scheduled for7:30tonight 
and tomorrow as Ihe falcon skaters seek lo extend their home 
winning streak. Page 6. 
Weather 
Cold, occasional snow 
High 26 F (-4C) 
LowOF(-UC) 
20 percent ehanee of snow 
Long journey 
Liu overcomes financial, distance barriers 
Newjphotos by Larry Kayser 
.victory over Cleveland State. 
By Terry Goodman 
Sports Editor 
Nora Yan-Shu Liu has good reason to 
smile when reflecting on her past ex- 
periences and how she arrived at 
Bowling Green. 
The University's women's basketball 
coach has come a long way. From a 
poor childhood in Taiwan, she flew one 
and a half days on a charter plane to 
Seattle and then rode buses three days 
to reach Chicago. 
Other stops along the way were the 
University of Illinois, Nazereth College 
in Kentucky, Indiana State University 
and Lehman College in New York. 
Liu settled in Bowling Green last 
year. Dreams to further her education, 
coach sports and teach physical fitness 
in America were answered in 1959. 
FU-EN I, a friend of Liu's deceased 
father, loaned her $2,400, enabling her 
to pay for the flight to Seattle. 
"My father was in the Air Force and 
died in the second World War," Liu 
recalled. "My mother worked in Air 
Force headquarters and a friend of my 
father's was the only person that could 
help me out. We didn't have much 
money. 
"I asked him and he said 'do you 
think I have the"money?'" she said. "I 
really didn't think so, but he said 'give 
me a couple of weeks' and he came 
through. 
"The long plane ride to Seattle really 
wore me out. A couple of friends went 
with me and we found a place to sleep, 
got up the next morning and went to the 
bus station." 
LIU HEADED to Chicago where she 
visited friends before intending to 
enroll at Indiana University to work on 
a master's degree. She already had 
graduated from Taiwan Normal 
University in 1956. However, she 
arrived during the end of September 
and missed the deadline for fall classes. 
"School had started and I was ap- 
plying for a scholarship," she said. "I 
was nearly broke. My friends asked me 
how I was going to survive and I said 'I 
don't know.' So. they talked me into 
staying in Chicago and finding a job." 
It was during that three-month stay 
that Liu saved $300 and worked on 
improving her English language skills. 
"I started working in the central 
supply room of a Chicago hospital,'' she 
said. "I sat down, talked with people 
and tried to communicate. 
"It was a difficult task just passing 
exams given by the Taiwan govern- 
ment. It covered language quite 
thoroughly. 
"I HAD English in high school and 
one year of formal classes in college, 
but we'd just read, study and work on 
grammar. There was only a little bit of 
conversation and composition." 
The majority of l-iu's knowledge of 
the English language, which helped her 
pass Taiwan's national test, came from 
international basketball competition. 
HB.lge3 
Electrical consumption drops 
Wednesday the University 
community trimmed its electrical 
comsumption to 122,482 kilowatts, 
about 18.000 kilowatts below Mon- 
day's comsumption. 
Frank L. Finch, superintendent of 
maintenance  services,   said   con- 
sumption has dropped about 10.000' 
kilowatts   a   day   since   the   im- 
plementation   of   Plan   I   of   the 
University's electrical usage cut- 
back plan. However, he said that 
Wednesday's figures do not include 
usage by the library, which was on a 
trial run" on its backup electrical 
generators. 
Finch said yesterday's usage 
seemed to be low, if levels indicated 
by the trial rating he ran at 1:30 p.m. 
continued throughout the day. 
opinion 'judgment is founded on truth.. 
conserving energy— 
let's keep it up 
It was a good start, now let's keep it up. 
Electrical consumption at the University lell by nine percent on the first 
day ol the voluntary cutback program and was reduced to University 
President Hollis A. Moore Jr.'s goal ol K) to II percent by the second day. 
The ertorts of the students in achieving the reduction should be ap- 
plauded, but more needs to be done to conserve energy. 
It you are doing your part to cut down on electrical use and you see 
someone else wasting electricity, show him how he could conserve more 
by doing it ditierently. 
It's not that his actions are none of your business, for wasted energy 
atlects us all. 
Off-campus students and businesses also should reduce their energy 
consumption as much as possible. 
II businesses near the University do not cut back their energy con- 
sumption, students may not see the severity of the situation and stop 
cutting back. 
The News asks that all students, city residents and businesses reduce 
their energy use until a settlement is reached in the coal strike. 
We're all in this together. 
kill a watt today 
tvery issue has at least one slogan which summarizes the cause and 
notes its urgency. 
The energy conservation program also has a couple of slogans, "flick off" 
and "At BGSU. we do it in the dark." 
The News suggests several tongue in cheek slogans which might serve 
tounite the cause: 
Don't turn on. turn off. 
Energy should not be taken lightly. 
Be a dim watt. 
Conservation is a current issue. 
It's more tun in the dark. 
Falcon power is reduced power. 
Kill a watt today. 
Give a candle to someone you love. 
Eliminate light work. 
Conserve energy, don't do homework. 
Watt you do matters. 
Only you can prevent dryers. 
Have you got a slogan? Let us know. The best ones will be published 
and sent to University administrators lor consideration as official 
slogans. 
paulpourri 
a game of cat and mouse 
Since Thanksgiving, our house has 
been occupied by seven students and a 
mouse. And, no matter what we did, we 
could not get rid of that rodent 
We tried traps, poison, glueboards 
and shotguns, but to no avail. 
Finally, in exasperation, we signed a 
treaty with the mouse, allowing it to 
live here (we had no choice) and to feed 
it regularly in return for a paws-off 
policy on our food. 
The mouse agreed, for awhile. But 
three weeks ago, his relatives moved 
in, 22 of them. 
I questioned the mouse about the new 
additions. 
"I thought we had an agreement," I 
said. 
"I'm keeping my end," the mouse 
said. "I haven't touched a thing. 
Everyone else does it for me." 
"But what about the agreement?" 
"Sorry. We've unionized," he replied, 
then he walked away. 
I REI.AYED THE experience to my 
roommates and we decided there was 
only one thing to do, call in the big guns. 
We decided to get Ginger and Tiger, top 
mouse-catching cats highly recom- 
mended by Jerry's sister. 
They're also owned by Jerry's sister. 
Jerry brought them to the house the 
next day and'they immediately began a 
thorough sniffing out of every scent in 
the house. 
"Right down to business," Jerry 
beamed. 
They spent 20 minutes working their 
way from the kitchen through the 
dining room and living room, to the 
bedroom and into my bed, where they 
curled up for a catnap. 
"I guess they're saving their 
strength," Jerry suggested. 
"But I can't have a couple of cats 
sleeping with me," I said. My room- 
mates agreed. They decided I should 
sleep on the couch. 
For two days, the cats did little more 
than sleep, eat, shed and use the litter 
box, which was in the way of trying to 
get to the bathroom sink. 
MEANWHILE, THREE loaves of 
bread and a box of Cheerios disap- 
peared from the kitchen. 
Annoyed, I stormed into the bedroom, 
turned off the stereo which was playing 
the Pink Panther theme, grabbed their 
catnip snacks, threw their copies of Dr. 
Suess' "Cat in the Hat" onto the floor 
and confronted them. 
"When are you going to catch some 
mice?" I demanded. 
Tiger looked at me. "It's our day 
off," he purred. 
"Who says? "I asked. 
"Besides, I haven't seen any mice 
here," Ginger said. "It's probably Just 
your imagination.'' 
I THREW UP MY arms in disgust 
and walked out. As I was leaving, Tiger 
asked, "On your way past the stereo, 
would you put on a little Cat Stevens?" 
That night, I noticed the cats strolling 
to the kitchen and bathroom. 
I pretended to sleep, then snuck to the 
kitchen to see what was going on. To my 
surprise, there sat both cats on one side 
'Three weeks ago, our mouse's 
relatives moved in, 22 of them.' 
"Union rules," he replied. 
"What about yesterday?" 
"That was a holiday," Ginger said. 
' 'You can't expect us to work on Morris' 
birthday." 
"When will you start working?" I 
asked, my temper rising. 
"Hard to say when we'll feel 100 
percent," Tiger said. "We get sick 
days, too." 
guest columnist 
students must provide education 
Contrary to firmly established and 
time honored views, it's impossible for 
schools and colleges to educate anyone. 
At best all they can do or hope to do is to 
provide proper facilitites, necessary 
books and equipment, plus stimulation 
and inspiration to motivate activities 
which must be carried on by students 
themselves. Students do know that 
teachers and professors cannot learn 
lessons for them, but they often fail to 
understand that lessons are by no 
means the most important part of 
education. learning to think is the truly 
important goal and we should all be 
aware   that   others  cannot   do   our 
essential thinking for us. 
Even though existing institutions of 
learning cannot really educate, they do 
have important obligations. If everyone 
had the insatiable thirst for learning of 
and only 1 percent inspiration. The big 
problem of guidance is to develop ways 
to discover and foster the inspiration 
which will encourage the perspiration, 
to take care of itself. Another important 
function is to provide a bird's eye view 
of interesting areas of human activity 
so students may be helped to choose 
intelligently among many alternative 
fields of life work. It's also desirable to 
stimulate sufficient interest among 
learners to induce them to look upon 
education as a life process. 
Anyone who works only for credit, 
who joyfully throws down his books at 
the completion of each course, who 
"Einstein,       Galileo.       ErTisTfuls": "" finally grabs Uie coveted sheepskin and 
Archimedes,      and      the.    great murmurs to himself on graduation day, 
philosophers of ancient Greece, schools      "I'm educated at long last," is a sorry 
OK^HrWQETOirWWTHEIRS... TrMSHW-^cmDUVE INOHfO 
would be relatively unimportant, and 
"doing one's thing" would be an im- 
plicit component in the process of self- 
education. Too many people have the 
erroneous notion that a state university 
is a place where one goes to delay the 
unpleasant necessity of getting a job 
and earning a living, while having four 
years of fun mostly at taxpayers' ex- 
pense. Seeing and hearing about what 
goes on at many universities generates 
a lot of taxpayer resistance. The most 
important function of a university is to 
provide well equipped workshops, 
researach laboratories, scientific 
equipment, and expert guidance on how 
to use them effectively. A certain 
amount of formal direction is needed 
because many people cannot or will not 
supervise themselves. 
Thomas Edison is said to have stated 
that genius is 99 percent perspiration 
avoiding 
eye contact 
I would like to encourage many 
students and faculty members to quit 
avoiding eye contact on campus. All it 
does is frustrate a nice person who 
would like to say hello as a friendly 
gesture. 
It's not as if BG is a hustling, bustling 
metropolitan area like New York City, 
but rather it's one of the nicest, 
friendliest places to live. Ijel's try and 
keep it that way! 
I don't want to be cynical about this, 
because there are several people on 
campus who are nice enough to make 
an effort to say hello. That's great, and 
I really think those people are fan- 
tastic! I feel I've gained something 
when a stranger looks up and greets me 
as I walk by. 
I address this letter to those whose 
eyes drift away just as they approach. 
My "favorites" are those sorority girls 
who look quickly to the side as you walk 
by. It makes me feel as if my looks are 
so hideous she had to turn her head to 
keep from vomiting! 
Then there are those who continually 
walk staring at the ground. Don't you 
ever get cramps in your neck" There 
are more interesting things than 
watching yourself walk! 
And to those students who sneak a 
lance from several feet away (and you 
never bother to look up again), you are 
really missing out on seeing people up 
close - as they really are. 
Facial expressions can tell us a lot. 
Please don't feel inhibited to say hello. 
It can only help. 
Lori Kauffman 
I#     417 Harmon 
eaning 
restrooms 
This letter is in regard to the letter 
written by Tim Still in the Feb. 10 
edition of the News. For one thing, 
when we wrote our editorial letters, we 
did not mention the fact that the RA's 
cleaned up the bathrooms. The News, 
out of the goodness of its heart, included 
that phrase. Granted, the RA's helped 
but our floor does not even have an RA 
because we're on the Honor System. 
Therefore, everyone took part in the 
clean-up effort. And we don't get paid 
for doing such work. 
One more thing, Tim: maybe you 
should come to our dorm and look at the 
bathrooms on a Monday morning. 
There is part-time janitorial help on the 
weekends, so the bathrooms are in no 
worse shape than any other day. In 
what dorm did you live? I feel sorry for 
the janitor there. If people can't be a 
little more responsible, they shouldn't 
be here anyway. 
By the way, if you think cleaning 
bathrooms (especially toilets) in a 
dorm is bad, you ought to try doing it in 
a factory like I did for two years. 
Susan Lenhart 
110 McDonald North 
off the 
track 
I appreciate the value of non- 
conformity as much as the next person, 
but there's one place on campus where 
such individual expression is not just 
disruptive, it's dangerous. 
That place is the track at the Men's 
Gym. Dozens of joggers and athletes in 
training use the track each day to keep 
in shape. Since the advent of bad 
weather, the track has become even 
more crowded. 
As a result, there are 20-50 runners at 
any given time of day, fighting for the 
same small space. The only way the 
track can accommodate such numbers 
and maintain order is by having run- 
ners all travel the same direction. 
Ninety-nine percent do cooperate and 
are onv'.derate in this regard. Lately, 
the radical one percent has taken it into 
their heads to travel opposite the 
* general flow of traffic. This drives the 
99 percent crazy and can be very 
hazardous. I have seen hapless joggers 
actually knocked down by these selfish 
"individualists." At the very least, it 
makes the rest of us dizzy. 
I agree that it's not pleasant to travel 
In a herd, but in such a cramped space, 
it is, unfortunately, the only answer. 
Brian Rose 
DeptofRadio-TV-FUm 
The News occasionally 
receives letters from patients and 
prisoners in state Institutions, 
asking that students write to them. 
While the News doe* not publish 
such letters, they are available to 
students who wish to read them and 
correspond with these persons. 
'byproduct of four years. The ef- 
fectiveness of educational institutions 
is best measured by that fraction of 
their students going forth into the adult 
world with an unshakable determination 
to continue their own educational 
program as long as they live. 
Our generation enjoys more leisure 
time than the world ever dreamed 
before. However, spare time readily 
becomes a curse instead of a blessing 
unless we learn how to use it wisely. 
The real heart of education is the ready 
ability to use everything that has been 
learned as a basis for valid thinking and 
problem solving. 
A prisoner is brought before the bar 
of justice. With downcast eyes he 
stands cringing, abandoned by hope to 
hear the sentence, "Convicted for life." 
Guided by uniformed guards he slinks 
away. Another man stands before 
another bar - the bar of life. With eager 
eyes he looks ahead, seeking to pierce 
the veil that hides the unknown future. 
With a smile he hears the great Judge 
of the Universe pronounce his sentence, 
"Convicted for life!" With fearless step 
he pushes forward to trample down all 
obstacles. He is one of those who hold in 
their hands the destiny of mankind. 
\ll«n V. Wiley Is a retired University 
enianmlei and business professor. 
of the table, with the head mouse and 
five or six others seated on the other 
side. 
I overheard part of the conversation. 
"The big cheeses are putting the heat 
on," Ginger was saying. "I don't know 
how long we can keep stalling without 
getting results." 
The mouse looked disturbed. "Look, 
we agreed on long-range terms. A box 
of cat-nip and some Meow-Mix each 
night. We can't up the ante any." 
TIGER PIPED IN, "Then you and 
your family had better cool it for 
awhile, to let them think we scared you 
off." 
"How long do you think it would 
take?" the mouse asked. 
"A week or two." 
"Too long." 
"Then you had better raise the 
stakes," Ginger snapped. 
The mouse asked the terms. 
"An extra pawful of Meow-Mix and 
five liver-flavored cat Friskies each 
night, and a copy of Catmopolitan each 
week," Tiger said. 
"Okay, okay," the mouse reluctantly 
replied. "But don't cross me this time. I 
have friends at the dog pound." 
W^ returned the cats to Jerry's sister 
the next day. She seemed less than 
excited about getting them back. 
We still have 22 mice living in our 
house, and things have gotten worse. 
We got a note from the mouse family 
yesterday. We have 15 days to vacate 
the premices, or they will send for an 
exterminator. 
do what's write 
The News welcomes reader 
response to editorial comment at 
well as opinions on topics of student 
Interest, In the form of letters to the 
editor and guest columns. 
All correspondence should be 
typewritten and triple-spaced. Only 
those letters and columns signed and 
listing the author's address and 
phone number for verification will 
be accepted. 
Letters to the editor may not 
exceed 3M words (30 typed lines). 
Columns are not to be more than M 
typed lines. 
The News reserves the right to 
reject letters or portions of letters 
that are deemed in bad taste or 
malicious. No personal attacks or 
namecaUtng will be published. If a 
large number of correspondence 
refers to a particular subject, a 
representative sample win be used. 
Correspondence may be tent to: 
Editorial Editor, The BG News, IN 
University Hall. 
stolen 
candlesticks 
Sometime between Friday, Feb. 3 
and Friday, Feb. 10, someone stole the 
Sabbath candlesticks from the Jewish 
students' ark in Prout Chapel. The ark 
contains our Torah, our candles and, 
until now, contained our candlesticks. 
Some Sabbath candles were also taken. 
The candlesticks were small brass 
holders which have been used by the 
Jewish Students Group in their 
religious services for many years. 
They have little material value but they 
are very important to us spiritually. 
We ask that whoever took them 
please return them to the ark. We won't 
ask any questions. 
Until now, we have always kept our 
ark unlocked. Please don't destroy our 
faith In people by making a lock 
necessary. Thank you. 
Jewish Students Group 
The BT3 STews 
Pa
*'
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Conservative group to form here 
Friday, February 17,1*78 The BG Newi Page 3 
By Roger K. Lowe 
Asst. editorial editor 
American youths are 
traditionally considered 
radically liberal in their 
political beliefs. However, a 
conservative youth group, 
Young Americans for 
Freedom, (YAF) is being 
formed on campus to 
promote the other side of the 
coin. 
"We are the overall 
answer to many of the leftist 
groups," according to 
Robert C. Heckman, director 
of state and chapter services 
on the YAF national staff. 
The organization does not 
oppose all leftist groups on 
Journey 
each issue, he said, but 
usually conflicts with at least 
one group on each issue. 
•WE TRY to get the 
campus community to un- 
derstand what the con- 
servative view is and to 
respect that view," Ohio 
YAF Chairman Dennis E. 
Bechtel said. 
Both Heckman and 
Bechtel said that the group, 
organized in 1960, was most 
prominent during the 
Vietnam War. Membership 
dropped after the war, but 
has increased again with 
Ronald Reagan's candidacy 
for president in 1976, Heck- 
man said, adding that there 
are 55,000 members 
nationwide. 
'' Recently, there has been 
a substantial increase in 
Ohio and across the nation," 
Bechtel said. 
The University had a 
YAF chapter in the past, but 
most of the persons involved 
graduated two to three years 
ago and the chapter folded, 
he said. 
THERE HAS been in- 
creased interest in forming 
another chapter at the 
University and the 
organization will recruit new 
members this week. 
"Bowling Green is one of 
the major campuses in the 
state," Bechtel said. "We're 
interested in bringing our 
views to the campus." 
Bechtel said his goal is for 
20 to 25 persons to become 
involved in the new YAF 
chapter. 
The University chapter 
will decide what projects it 
will undertake, Bechtel said, 
adding that he would be 
available to answer any 
questions members might 
have. 
"Local chapters are the 
basis for YAF," he said. 
HECKMAN ADDED that 
local chapters play a large 
role in determining what 
national projects YAF will 
undertake and its policy on 
the issues. 
The major issues the 
organization is concerned 
with are the Alan Bakke case 
before the Supreme Court 
and the Panama Canal 
treaties. 
YAF supports Bakke's 
reverse discrimination case 
and is actively opposed to the 
Panama Canal treaties. 
' The local chapter is the 
arm that reaches the 
people," he said. 
There are more than 500 
university chapters with at 
least one in each state, 
Bechtel said, adding that 
there also are high school 
and community chapters. 
YAF has members from 
all political parties but 
Heckman said that most are 
Republicans. 
The organization believes 
that the U.S. should have a 
balanced budget, grant more 
personal freedom and 
reduce taxes. 
YAF has gained support 
from many conservatives 
over the years, Heckman 
said, adding that many of the 
young conservative leaders 
in politics were active in the 
organization. They are 
models of a YAF goal, he 
said. 
"We try to develop 
leaders for the future," he 
said. 
mpirl 
She was a member of the 
Republic of China basketball 
team in 1952,1956 and 1959. 
"At first, I was trying to 
catch up because they were 
talking too fast," Liu said, 
"but I finally caught up. I 
began to watch foreign 
(American) movies, but they 
still had Chinese translation 
underneath. Just before I 
took the test, I went to a 
special English school for 
three hours a night." 
After the schooling in 
Taiwan, the international 
athletic competition and her 
short stay in Chicago, Liu 
decided to work for her 
master's degree at the 
University of Illinois, where 
she roomed with two South 
American students. 
• THAT HELPED with my 
English,   too,"   she  said 
proudly. "There were times 
when we just sat around for a 
couple of hours and tried to 
communicate. Many 
students from Taiwan have a 
tendency to stick together 
when they come over here, 
so some never do learn the 
language. 
"But I had a different 
environment and learned." 
Liu's teams in this country 
have been successful. At 
Nazereth    College,     she 
received the Kentucky 
Coach of the Year award in 
1967 and at Lehman College 
in 1976, she was named New 
York Coach of the Year. 
However, the University's 
women's basketball team 
finished 6-7 during her first 
season here, and the team 
also is suffering through a 
losing season this year, 
sporting a 5-7 record. Falcon 
players admittedly have had 
trouble  adjusting  to  Liu's 
different philosophies of 
basketball, but language is 
not a problem, according to 
the coach. 
"Girls here are more 
conservative," Liu said. 
"They're easier to handle 
than girls in New York. I 
don't think I have a problem 
with language any more, 
though. My biggest problem 
here is motivation. 
"Students at the 
University   get   bored.   In 
Taiwan, the girls really 
work. If you tell them to stop 
back home, they keep 
working. But here, the girls 
try hard, but their span of 
concentration is short." 
"Skills come from prac- 
tice, not from games. It's a 
year-round sport in Taiwan. 
You play all day, every day. 
But here, you have to 
practice hard so you will do 
things automatically on the 
court." 
Bluegrass, country music featured in weekend workshop 
By Mary Dannemiller 
Old-time, Bluegrass and country music comes to the 
University tomorrow. 
The Ifm.il Rhythm and Roots program includes a series of 
pi I'si'iiUiticins and workshops dealing with down-home 
country music and culture. 
A group oi about 111 persons, called the 'Hillbilly Elites," 
began the idea, to bring Bluegrass music to the University to 
break the monotonous routine of winter quarter. 
■I.I'KGRASS MUSIC is something a lot of people know a 
little bit about, Keith G.C. Twitchell, graduate assistant and 
member of tlie Hillbilly Elites, said. 
Bliiegiiiss is a kind of foot-stomping music featuring only 
string instruments. There is no electric power to jack up the 
sound, resulting in high-level craftmanship. Persons in rural 
■real hand Bluegrass music down through generations as 
part of their culture, Twitchell said. 
'Inc big move today is back to the country, to the roots, 
find people are moving to the Bluegrass. It is gaining 
popularity all over the country," Twitchell explained. 
The Marshall Tucker Band is an example of this. Its music 
has Bluegrass roots. 
THE GOAL of Rural Rhythm and Roots is for students to 
have a good time and learn about country music. 
The workshops begin with western music at 10 a.m. in the 
Taft Room, Union, followed by "soundies." films ac- 
companied by music, at 11 a.m. At 1 p.m. in the Falcon's 
Nest, Union, a storytelling session of x-rated tales from the 
Ozurks will be given. Bowling Green folklore and community 
radio workshops begin at 2 p.m. 
The Hot Mud Family, a Bluegrass and country music 
group from Dayton, will feature women's roles in country 
music, history of country music and vocal harmonies 
workshops at 3 p.m. in the Taft Room. Square dancing also 
will be held at 3 p.m. in 105 Hayes. 
The live music begins at 6:30 p.m. in the Falcon's Nest, 
featuring Mike Street, Michael Coulter, Greer and Leugers 
■ iiul '1 ne Hot Mud Family. 
The event is sponsored by the Graduate Student Senate in 
cooperation with the Popular Culture and American Studies 
departments and the Latin Student Union. It is free and open 
to the public. 
Local Briefs 
Leadership academy 
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity will host a regional 
leadership academy this weekend. 
The academy, held annually to promote leadership 
skills and discuss problems related to those areas, in- 
volves alumni and members from 35 Sigma Phi Epsilon 
chapters in Ohio, Indiana, Michigan and Kentucky. 
Programs on other subjects such as alumni relations 
and career consultations with local alumni also will be 
held. 
The feature speaker of the weekend will be R. Eric 
Weise, former grand president of the fraternity. 
Lenten discussions 
Hour one-hour Lenten discussions on "Death and 
Resurrection" will begin at 9:30 a.m. Sunday and continue 
Sundays through March 12 at the United Christian 
Fellowship Center, 313 Thurstin Ave. 
Student exchange 
The ^ Office of International Programs is arranging 
direct exchange opportunities with the University of Oslo 
in Norway. 
Students interested in attending the University of Oslo 
slmuld contact I. Edward Shuck at 372-ZM7. Students 
enrolled are required to be fluent in the Norwegian 
language. 
Presidential breakfast 
ltie Union Activities Organization i UAOI Is sponsoring 
a breakfast with University President Hollis A. Moore Jr. 
H:IS a.m. Wednesday in the Pheasant Room, Union. 
The first 17 students to Sign up can attend the break- 
last. Sign-up is in the UAO office, third floor, Union. 
Films scheduled 
Because of the elcctricih shortage the films ' Postman 
Always Kings Twice" and Shadow Strikes" will be 
slow n in 22U Math-Sciences Bldg. 
Postman" will be shown at >•: 15 p.m. and Shadow" 
will be at 8:15 p.m. The movies are free and open to the 
public. 
Camp interviews 
Camp Aktia. an interdenominational church camp 
located  in  the  Hocking  Hills.   45  miles  southeast  of 
Columbus, will interview [rani 9a.m. to4 .."p.m. Feb. 2.' 
in the Wayne Koom, Union.   Available posilioas include 
counselors, watcrli out director, camp nurse and cook. 
Conference to stress leadership skills 
Could the average 
University student perform 
in the leadership realm of 
Moses, Martin Luther King 
or Adolph Hitler? 
Anyone can function in 
the leadership role, although 
the degree of leadership 
varies depending upon the 
situation, according to 
Wayne Colvln, director of 
Residence Life. 
Robert J. (Sonny | Davis, 
President of National 
Leadership Methods (NLM) 
and one of America's 
authorities on leadership 
training, will conduct a 
workshop tomorrow in the 
Grand Ballroom based on 
the premise that leadership 
is leai nable and trainable. 
NLM   FOCUSES  on   the 
individual emphasizing the 
idea that persons support 
that which they help create. 
Thus,  the  concept  behind 
NLM training is to get every 
individual involved in the 
decision-making process, 
Davis says. 
Cnlvin said Saturday's 
workshop will be geared 
toward student and campus 
organization leaders. The 
Texas-based organization 
.also reaches corporate 
limits, especially non-profit 
organizations, he said. 
With this audience in 
mind, the workshop 
dramatizes leadership style 
involving personal growth as 
well as awareness, sen- 
sitivity, and regard for the 
needs and identities of group 
members. 
The NLM lab will inform 
participants how to deal with 
problems such as peer group 
pressure, dominating per- 
sonalities within a group and 
intergroup conflict, Calvin 
said. 
HE ADDED that although 
the workshop is quite ex- 
tensive, the leadership 
training process is a con- 
tinuous one. 
'The workshop is 
designed to enlighten 
potential leaders to things 
not observed or understood 
beforehand," he said. 
Participants in 
tomorrow's program will 
include University students 
and personnel, interested 
area residents, and students 
and faculty from other 
universities. 
The cost of the program is 
$15 for University students 
and faculty and $25 for non- 
University persons. The fee 
may be charged to Bursar 
accounts. 
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• Fraternity Competition 
• Spirit Award m 
Volleyball Marathon 
8 p.m. Fri. - tOpM tot. 
Men's Gym 
Proceeds  Wood  County   Society 
for  Crippled  Children  and  Adults 
FISH SALE 
for the 
Price of 
on all fresh 
water fish and plants 
Selection of saltwater 
fish also included. 
THE
 HUTCH 
1011 S. MAIN, B.G. 
SALE ENDS 
SUNDAY 
FEB. 19TH 
Mon. - Sat.   11:00 - 9:00 
Sun. 1:00 - 5:00 
***** 
URI 
WANTS YOlf TO KNOW: 
We're blasting the competition 
with the lowest prices in town. 
Since we've been here, we've 
caused some pretty big price 
wars. Because we're small we 
keep the prices down. Without us, 
those terrible memories of paying 
$5.99 for a single LP could again 
become a reality. But with you as 
our customers, we're going to 
continue to blast our competitors. 
We brought lower prices to 
Bowling Green and as long as 
we're here we intend to keep them 
low. 
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Where Smart Students Buy Their Album*!! 
Most Albums $4.99 
Ph  352   4812 
Mon  Frl U6 
Sat io-6 
Sun 1-6 
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After Inventory 
PRICE SALE 
2 Cowls Dresses Blouses (Long  &   Short) Sweaters Hats 
Skirts Scarves 
Slacks Gloves 
Jackets Boot Toppers 
etc.-etc. -etc. 
THE POWDER PUFF 
525 RIDGE ST. 
Classifieds 
— 
LOST* FOUND 
ABORTIONS 
Starting Rate 
$125 
1-24 week pregnancy 
terminated by 
Licensed Gynecologist 
CLOSE TOOUR AREA 
FINEST FACILITIES AND 
MODERN TECHNIQUES 
CALL TOLL FREE 
800-3621205 
SGA Says 
TURN ON 
Off 
| AJ 4 OFF 
TURN 
Off 
i 
THE LrSHTS 
SATURDAY-SUNDAY BARGAIN 
MATINEES 
ADULTS SI.SO 
STAPfVM MX 
OFFICE 
OMNJAT 
P.M 
AREA PREMIERE! 
THR GOODBYE GIRL" AT 7:304 9:110 P.M. 
SATURDAYAT2:00 7-.:t0& 9:30 P.M. 
SIN1)AYAT2:D0 4:110 7:30&9:30P.M. 
NOMINATED FOR FIVE 
GOLDEN GLOBE AWARDS! 
Best Picture —Comedy or Musical 
Best Actor —Richard Dreyfuss 
Best Actress-Marsha Mason 
Best Supporting Actress- 
Quinn Cummings 
Best Screenplay 
Neil Simon 
Found opel ring at Stadium. 
qirl's locker room.   Call Linda 
at 37? 3039.  
Gold chain bracelet lost on 
campus Wed. Please return 
much sentimental value.   Sue 
2 6137.  
SEWVICESOFFERED 
Pregnancy   Aid   &   Under 
standing.   EMPA.   Emotional 
Material Pregnancy Aid.   352 
93935. 3S2 I486.  
PERSONALS 
The Alpha Oetts congratulate 
their newEpsilon pledge class 
officers: President: Robbie 
Holmes, Vice President: 
Becky Johnston. Social: Julia 
Waganer.   Treasurer:    Lynda 
Cook.  
Valerie all we have to say is 
have a great time at BETA 
Formal!!! Love.D.A. 
Delts: Sorry this is late, but 
the wishes are still the same, 
you all really rate, Happy 
Belated   Valentine's   Day! 
Love, Lit' Sisses.  
Congratulations Cathy and 
Bruce on your Alpha Oelt SAE 
candle passing. Best wishes 
lor an abundance of love and 
laughter from the sisters of 
Alpha Delta Pi. 
Party Take II: Skipper. Bags 
and Monte have rescheduled 
our party for Sat. nite. 
B.Y.O.B. See us for details. 
if WFAL calls, say "WFAL is 
my favorite station" and a 
prize is yours! 
3 for the price Of 2 FISH SALE 
at the Hutch Pet Shop.  
Is it true that all the Alpha 
Phi's have Friday Night 
Fever? the SAE's arc psyched 
to find out! 
One week and counting til the 
Alpha Delts show their men 
the right way to play, party 
and munch.  GET PSYCHED 
FOR THE FORMAL!  
Tune in to WINDFALL RADIO 
to make your weekend even 
better! Requests2 2418 
To the men of 4th floor 
Bromfield: The Valentine 
messages sure were sweet. 
The men of 4th floor Bromfield 
can't be beat! Respectfully 
yours. Loose Louise, Squirmin' 
Herrmann, Sharin' Karen & 
the Virgin Mary. 
XI pledges sure were 
SNEAKYbut wasn't our 
chocolate cake tasty? WE 
WANT TOGO ACTIVE! 
Our Hostages were really 
qreat. Cindy and *Trish you 
really  rate!     Love. She Elec 
tntymg 18.  
Electrifying 18 want to thank 
our sisters for the Valentine 
roses. We Love You. 
Congratulations Joni on your 
pinning lo Guy. We're so glad 
the candle stopped at you! 
Love. Your Alpha Gam 
Sisters. 
Okay. SAE's. are you ready to 
party? S.ince Stellar's the 
birthday boy. the drinking has 
got fo be hardy. Tonight's tea 
should be extra nice, with an 
ALPHA PHE 5AE. OVER 
THE ICE.'' Alpha Phi's are 
excited!! 
Mary What a nice surprise! 
Congratulations    on    your 
pinning to Mike.    Love,  The 
Alpha Gams. 
Congratulations SAE Pledge 
Scott Stevenson on being 
elected IF PC President! Good 
Job, The Brothers! 
■v ANTED" 
3 or 4 people needed Spr. Qtr. 
to sublet v» house.  Very close 
to campus. 352 0843.  
F. rmmte.   Wtr. 8. Spr. Qtrs 
352 5464.  
1 F. rmmte. for Spr. Qtr. Close 
to campus. 352-3396. 
1  F. rmmte. needed for Spr. 
Qtr.    Close to campus.    352 
4737.  
Need  1 or 2 easy going male 
rmmtes. for Spr. Qtr. Campus 
Manor. 352 9234. 
1 F. rmmte needed for Spr. 
Great location.  J260aqtr. 372- 
2003, Pat.  
1 M. rmmte. for Spr. $90 Includ 
util. 1 block from campus. 352 
4/33.  
1 F. rmmte for Spr. rent S72 a 
mo. Sixth St. 35? 4725. 
. or 2 F. rmmte. needed Spr. 
Qtr., $60 a mo.    8th St. apts. 
352 5592-  
M rmmte. needed Spr. Qtr.. 
$85 mo.  Stadium View.    352- 
6801.  
1   F.   rmmte.  needed  now 
Furn. apt. between rampus & 
downtown, own bedrm.    352 
4/53.  
1 or 2 F. rmmtes. for Spr. Qtr 
Close to campus. 352 3698. 
Rmmte. needed Spr. Qtr. close 
fo campus. 352 5712. 
HELPWANTED 
Program oriented people 
needed for summer positions 
at Camp Akita. For in- 
formation contact Julie at 352 
4804 or Sandy at 372 5625, or 
see interviewer 2-2278 in 
Wayne Room of the Union 
between 8 5. 
,TTENNIS PROS AND 
ASSISTANT PRO'S Seasonal 
and year round clubs; good 
playing and teaching 
background. CALL 301 654 
3/'0.    or    send    2    complete 
"Panhellenic Council 
Congratulates Its Newly Elected 
Officers For 1978" 
President 
1 st Vice President 
2nd Vice President 
, Assistant 2nd 
Vice President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Randi Dudley 
Nancy Crothers 
Meritt Lohr 
Pam Clark 
Meagan Chase 
Meg Davis 
"Thanks to Linda Ogden, Wayne Colvin, 
Barb (Ionian, and the old officers 
for their successful efforts and support.* 
Hey?! There's 
a free Pepsi 
in this cup. 
352-5221 
1616 E Wooster 
Call us lor last, 
free delivery 
Sun. - Thur. 4:30 p.m. -^2 a.m. 
"ri. &Sat. 4:30 p.m.-3 a.m. 
resumes and 2 pictures to: Col. 
R. Reade, W.T.S., 6401 Con 
necticut Avenue. Suite ion. 
Chevy Chase, MD 20015 " 
Student to live with Fac. 
couple begin Fall, in exchange 
tor child care 8. light 
housekeeping. Walk to 
campus. 352 7296 alter 5:00. 
Babysitting pt. lime tor 3 
children. Must be qualified. 
Call 352 6867 lor interview. 
Attention Special Ed. majors. 
Counselor positions open for 
Y.E.S. Residential Camp tor 
Mentally Retarded Girls, 
located in Painesville. Oh. 
(East of Cieve.) For info, call 
1 87.4 1777atter6p.m.  
Room & board in exchange for 
babysitting V6'79. Call 352- 
3190 alter 7.  
Students wanted to sell Blii 
zard oi '8 tabloid in BG. 50 
pcr< **nt commission get paid 
same dnv! Call Becky 352 '041 
<ifor   ntorm.ition NOW. 
FOR SALE 
197' Scout II. Blue wilh wtr. 
striping. 304 V8. automatic 
rear seat, trac lock rear axle, 
rust prooled, in excell. cond., 
deluxe interior & exterior. 
Mycr's snow plow.    Ph. 669 
9473aller 7 ^__ 
Sony stereo AM-FM receiver, 
30 walls. 2 speakers Venturl 
lormula ll's, $230.00. 372 S540. 
FOR RENT 
Single  rm.  lor m.     Kitchen 
priviicocs.   Share house with 6 
other males. 352 0616 
FS or rent  10x50 mobile home 
located across trom campus. 
Good cond. Sell $2,900 or best 
offer. Rent $150a mo. plusulil. 
352 0100. 
Single rm. for Male to sublease 
tor   Spr   Qtr.,   turn.,   near 
campus, S262.50 a qtr Call 
John at 353 1585 or Mrs Carty 
at 352 7365.  
1 bedrm. lurn. ellec for Falls. 
Summer. 256 S. College Apt. C. 
353 3611  
2 bedrm. lurn. apt. near 
campus tor Summer. Central 
air, ex. cond., 521 E. Merry. 
$350 entire summer.  Call 352 
6489 or 352 6447.  
Campus Manor now renting 
lor Summer. AC, most utilities 
paid.   Special rates.   Ph. 352 
9302 or 352 7365 eves.  
Apt. lor sublease Spr. Qtr. $85 
a mo.    Call Tony at 3539122 
eves or leave message. 
House lor rent on S. Summit. 3 
bedrm , Coll 352 6050.      
We do have openinqs at 824 6th 
St. at $280 a mo 8. 336'.; S. Main 
at $160. Please call Al Newlove 
at 352 5163. 
House near downtown BG has 
Ig. rm.  lor F     353 4302 alter 
5:30p.m. ^^______ 
Single apt. above mini mall. 
Spr. Olr. call 353 6864 between 
3 ' ask lor Chris. 
T H URSTTN MANOR APTS. 
Air cond., lully carpeted, cable 
TV, elliciencies, laundry 
facilities. Now leasing for 
Summer & Fall.  451 Thurslin. 
3V; 5435.  
Apl'tor rent. 352 2356. 
'Deluxe Ir. I bedrm.  Has stove 
& relrig.   Close to Univ.   352- 
5689      
Houses, apts., 8. single rooms 
lor Summer rental.    Ph  3S2 
73*S   
House lor 67 F. student;. Woi 
house, 1 bedrm. for 3 F. 
students. 2 bedrm apt. for 4 
students. Single rooms lor M 8. 
F students. All near campus, 9 
mo. Ir.ises. 352 7365. 
Debate 
Phyllis Schlafly, founder and national chairman 
of STOP ERA, and Karen DeCrow, past presi- 
dent of the National Organization for Women, 
debate the Equal Rights Amendment issue. 
WBGU-TV presents taped coverage of the 
program held January 18 at Bowling Green 
State University 
Channel 57 
WBGU-TV 
Sunday 1 pm 
ON SALE 
UBUUl ■^nmmt tinm \m 
only 50* a copy 
Available at the BG News, the 
School of Journalism, the Union 
Information Desk, bookstores, 
record stores, and many other fine 
business establishments in 
Bowling Green. 
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It's the sound of silence 
This mime is 'into surprises' 
By JimFlirk 
He slumped in a chair, 
dressed in an old striped polo 
shirt, ragged corduroys and 
battered hiking boots. And 
he talked. 
Later that night, mime 
Trent Arterberry appeared 
in the Grand Ballroom in 
white face, tight black pants, 
a red pullover, black cape 
and top hat. And he didn't 
need to talk. 
"On stage, I dress to 
attract attention, to accent 
my movement," he said. 
Arterberry thrilled a 
small, but vocal audience 
Wednesday night with his 
innovative mime routines. 
He dared to use a few props, 
music and lighting effects, 
usually no-nos for mimes. 
"Some might say it's 
cheating. I use something 
only if it's going to add to the 
show," Arteberry said 
before his performance. 
"I'm into surprises." 
Except for the top hat and 
cape, which he wears only at 
the beginning of his act, 
Arterberry's costume and 
make-up follow classic mime 
guidelines. True, not many 
mimes take off their shirts, 
but that wasn't terribly 
shocking. 
"My show is very 
honest," Arterberry, who is 
one of 100 professional 
mimes in the country, said. 
"It feels right to me. No one 
else could doit like I do it." 
Some of the standard 
mime routines such as "The 
Robot" and "The Box" are 
incorporated into his act, but 
most of Arterberry's bits are 
his own creations. He said it 
can take from 20 minutes to 
years to create a routine. In 
fact,   he   added   only   15 
Top 10 records 
Newsphotos by Gerry Nemelh 
Here are the top 10 singles 
and albums as compiled by 
Billboard magazine: 
TOP 10 SINGLES 
1. "Stayin'Alive'-BeeGees 
2. "Love is   Thicker Than 
Water"-AndyGibb 
3. "Just the Way You Are"- 
BillyJoel 
4. "Sometimes     When 'We 
Touch"-Dan Hill 
5. "Emotion"     -Samantha 
Sang 
6. "Dance,    Dance. Dance, 
Yowsah, Yowsah"-Chic 
7. "We AretheChampions"- 
-Queen 
8. "Night Fever"-Bee Gees 
9. "Lay   Down Sally"-Eric 
Clapton 
10. "How     Deep   is  Your 
Love"-Bee Gees 
TOP 10 ALBUMS 
1. "Saturday Night Fever"- 
Soundtrack 
2. "The  Stranger"    -Billy 
Joel 
3. "News    of the World"- 
Queen 
4. "All 'n' AU"-Earth, Wind 
and Fire 
5. "Foot I/>ose and Fancy 
Free"-Rod Stewart 
6. "The Grand     Illusion'- 
Styx 
7. "Running on Empty"- 
Jackson Browne 
8. "£lowhand" --Eric 
Clapton 
9. "Little Criminals"- 
Randy Newman 
10. "Aja"-SteelyDan Trent Arterberry 
Wilder uses Brooks' humor in 'Smarter Brother' 
Review By, 
Bob Robert 
Through the fog-covered 
cobblestone streets of Vic- 
torian l«ndon comes the 
sound of a team of horses at 
full gallop. On closer in- 
spection, we can see that 
there is a race between two 
stagecoaebfs, nitbaa iiiantn 
each roof.       ' 
The two men are fighting, 
not with fists or guns, but 
with a giant glove and a 
giant shoe. The hero even- 
tually triumphs by kicking 
his opponent in a sensitive 
area with the shoe, leaving 
him to writhe in agony in 
Picadilly Circus. 
Insane? Definitely. 
Socially beneficial? 
Probably not. 
The scene is from the 1976 
the   "kangaroo  hop"   at 
strange moments. 
The movie deals with the 
attempts of Professor 
Moriarty, the arch foe of 
Sherlock Holmes, to sell 
stolen government secrets to 
other nations. In order to th- 
wart Moriarty, Holmes takes 
an alleged vacation, leaving 
-his 
Del.uise. Feldman and 
DeLuise play their roles to 
the hilt, making the film 
enjoyable, not just with their 
lines, but also with their 
physical movements and 
actions. Kahn, however, 
really doesn't add much to 
the movie. The character she 
plays in "Sherlock Holmes' 
Frankenstein," 
film. 
a   Brooks 
us   Jealous   brothec-^igi,*,'"''''     „   1   ,,      ™D Wn^rriiTcharge^the* Smarter Brother' >snot.verj. 
I, I i,.. -.. ■ ,1       (K...I       tl...      ......      -.hi' 
assignment, with Marty 
Feldman as his wacky 
sidekick. Together, the duo 
of unlikely detectives 
blunder throughout London 
in search of the elusive 
papers. Eventually, Sigi 
proves that Sherlock isn't the 
only detective in the family 
and defeats Moriarty. 
Wilder chose a group of 
proven comedians for this 
film, most notably Madeline 
different 
played 
than the one 
"Young 
The movie's strength is its 
emphasis on detail. It turns 
even bland actions into 
laugh-inducsrs. another 
familiar Brooks trait. For 
example, Sigi Holmes lunges 
at Moriarty with a rapier, 
only to strike a dummy 
behind the Professor. 
Instead of regular sawdust 
coming out of the stricken 
mannequin, a fine trail of 
blood-colored sawdust 
erupts. 
Wilder learned a lot from 
this film and incorporated 
some of its best moments 
into his next film, "Silver 
Streak,   which is scheduled 
to be shown March 10-11. 
"The Adventures of 
Sherlock Holmes' Smarter 
Brother" will be shown 
Friday and Saturday nights 
at 6,8 and 10 p.m. in 210 
Math-Sciences Bldg. 
Admission is 75 cents with a 
University II); 
minutes of new material to 
his repertoire after an entire 
summer's work. 
Arterberry said he spent 
much time watching horses 
so he could create his "Man 
and Horse" routine, which 
he practiced in front of a 
videotape machine. That 
routine took more than a 
year to perfect 
"You have to have an 
original show," Arterberry 
said, brushing back his blond 
hair. "The techniques are 
always approximately the 
same. It's a question of the 
context you put them in. 
"Mime is all rhythm." 
The sounds of the 
audience also become part of 
the show, Arterberry 
believes, especially during 
comedy routines. 
"I'm a conductor of 
people's rhythms. God, I 
never thought of it that way 
before," he said, scratching 
his head. 
During comedy routines, 
Arterberry is totally aware 
of laughter or the lack of it. 
After all, that's what he's 
after. But during serious 
bits, Arterberry is not aware 
of the audience's specific 
reactions. 
"I sense the intensity of 
the audience. It's energy," 
he said. 
Arterberry said he "just 
slipped into mime" after 
dropping out of the 
University of California at 
Ixis Angeles I UCLA I where 
he was a pre-med student. 
"One day I was watching 
a mime and I said to myself, 
'wow, real people can do 
that.' I'd never thought 
about making a living as a 
mime before." 
Arterberry   became   an 
intern with a mime troupe in 
Southern California. By 
working on stage with a 
mime and watching him, 
Arterberry learned most of 
what he knows about 
miming. The rest came 
from watching people, 
animals and things. 
From the beginning of his 
career, Arterberry was on 
stage experimenting with 
techniques and bits he 
picked up. That's how he 
learned to be a mime, he 
said. 
"I guess all mimes are 
self-taught." he reflected. 
"After all, you can't go to 
college   and   get  a  mime 
degree." 
Arterberry took dancing 
lessons, gymnastics and 
theater classes. These 
helped his career, but were 
secondary to actual per- 
formance on stage, in the 
streets or in front of a 
videotape machine. 
While touring in 
California, Arterberry met 
his wife, a fellow mime. 
When they were married, the 
ceremony was performed in 
white face and costume and 
not a word was exchanged- 
they mimed the ceremony. 
The Arterberrys have two 
children, so Mrs. Arterberry 
stays in Boston while her 
husband tours. 
Opening rock concerts 
once was Arterberry's main 
employment, but he 
established himself well 
enough to play solo ail 
around the country, in- 
cluding many college 
campus engagements. 
"The place to start is on 
the street," Arterberry said. 
"If you can do mime in the 
streets, it's cake on stage." 
SGA Says 
movie "The Adventures of     Kahn,  Feldman and  Dom 
Sherlock  Holmes'  Smarter 
Brother,"   which   will   be 
presented by the Union 
Activities     Organization 
(UAO) this weekend. 
Gene Wilder, who wrote, 
directed and starred in this 
movie, obviously picked up a 
few points in comedy from a 
frequent collaborator, Mel 
Brooks. Some parts of this 
film smack of Brooks' touch 
of humor, such as the heroes 
breaking into a song about 
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HoW if f It's 7:30 again 
Officials change minds       leers still prepared 
By Terry Goodman 
Sports Editor 
Stop the music. 
The hockey games at the Ice Arena this 
weekend will start at 7:30 p.m., not 3:30 p.m. 
It was originally changed to the afternoon 
to fit in with Plan I of the University energy 
conservation guidelines which involved the 
rescheduling of night athletic events to 
daytime hours. 
But the key to reverting back to the 
regular 7:30 time slot was that a very small 
amount of energy would be saved at the Ice 
Arena anyway according to James J. Keuhl. 
director of the facility. 
"IT TAKES just the same amount of light 
energy to function with a hockey game," 
Kuehl said. There would be an insignificant 
difference with the energy change. 1 tried to 
point this out to Dick I Young I and i James i 
Hof, but I don't know what happened from 
there.'' 
Young, the athletic director, said Wed- 
nesday 's decision to switch to 3:30 came down 
from the administration. 
"My secretary received a call while I was 
in a staff meeting yesterday I Wednesday I 
morning and she was to relay a message that 
the game lime shall be changed," Young said. 
"I don't know who called, but we did it," he 
said. We started objecting but it didn't help 
at the time." 
Hollis A. Moore Jr., said many persons 
were involved in the first change, but he 
wasn't one of them. 
• I WAS INVOLVED with more detailed 
work and met with people in the city," Moore 
said, "but it (the change back to7:30i makes 
sense. The Ice Arena is unlike Anderson 
Arena. Plan I went into effect and somebody 
just said it was going to be done (moved up to 
3:301. But somebody down the line said 
why''' and for some very good reasons." 
So the University's top administrators 
reconsidered, not the athcletic department, 
and the games were switched back to normal 
starling times. 
"We regret the inconvenience that has 
been caused by the sudden changes," Young 
said. "Fortunately, now our fans will be able 
to watch our games at the normal times and 
have a chance to watch our team win the 
CCHA championship." 
By Terry Goodman 
Sports Editor 
University officials keep pulling the strings 
and the hockey team is the puppet. 
First. Coach Ron Mason's Falcons were 
scheduled to host take Superior tonight and 
tomorrow night at 7:30. But then "to help 
correspond with energy conservation 
guidelines." both games were rescheduled for 
afternoon starting times. 
Yesterday morning, however, everything 
was switched back to 7:30. 
"At least they're letting us know a day 
beforehand." Mason quipped. 'We just have 
to do what people tell us." 
so. BACK TO the game issues. Two BG 
wins clinches the Central Collegiate Hockey 
Association (CCHA) title. The school record 
home winning streak of 14 games still is in- 
tact. And. the lakers are not a pushover. 
"Three weeks ago, it looksd like they 
(lake Superior) might be out of it (the 
playoffsi. but now they're in the thick of 
things," Mason said. "In the long run, maybe 
it's better for us. We know they'll be ready to 
play." 
Lake Superior moved into fourth place- 
the last playoff spot-last weekend with a two- 
game   sweep   over   Western   Michigan. 
Goaltender Murray Skinner, who's played in 
all but one of the lakers' 28 games, ranks 
sixth among CCHA netminders. 
The leader. Falcon Brian Stankiewicz 
(2.07 in the league and 2.78 overall) will 
probably start tonight, while Wally Charko 
(4.53 and 3.431 may work tomorrow. 
BG. 11-3 in the CCHA and 21-7 overall, has 
been hit with the flu bug as of late. Mike 
Hartman has been sick all week, while many 
other players "have shown up for practice, 
but haven't been very strong," according to 
Mason. 
"I can't really tell how up they are for the 
game because of the flu bug," the coach said. 
"When you got the flu. nobody's too en- 
thusiastic. 
" Hut the whole year, we've never gone into 
the game where we're super high. Our at- 
titude all year just seems to be that we're 
going to play our best game and not beat 
ourselves." 
Looking for 9.0 
Tomorrow could be the day when some of the women's 
gymnastic team members might reach the ellusive 9.0 
score. 
The Falcons 112-1) host Indiana and Central Michigan 
in the North Gym at 1 p.m., and several of the team 
members have been getting close to joining the elite 
ranks of those who have scored a 9.0 in an event. 
Sophomore Cheryl Vasil, who has recorded a 8.9 in 
both the beam and floor exercise this season, carded a 
11.25 in the vault last year, but no member has duplicated 
the mark yet in the current campaign. 
"It could be any meet," Vasil said. "It all depends on 
thejudges." 
FRESHMAN LORI Brady has scored a 8.9 on the bars 
this season and has finished first in the all-around 
competition several times so far this season. 
Another freshman, Kelly McNerney, has scored a 8.43 
best in the'floor exercises. 
Charles Simpson, formerly the coach of the visiting 
Indiana school, takes a different look at the scoring. 
Whenever we get an 8.9 that means on one the judges 
gave us a nine, he said. "Theoretically, we've already 
made it."  
SGA Says 
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THE U6KTS 
Women cogers win thriller over Vikings 
By Bill Paid 
Staff Reporter 
A 14-2 advantage over the 
final five minutes gave the 
Bowling Green women's 
basketball team a 58-55 
come- from-behind win~over 
Cleveland State last night at 
Anderson Arena. 
The Falcons, now 5-7 for 
the season, forced 26 Viking 
turnovers, the majority 
coming in the second half, to 
turn the game around. 
"We went from a zone 
defense to a man to man," 
said Coach Nora Liu of the 
The Coffee Pot is Always On! 
L 
Stop in and browse around 
To see what's new for spring 
For yourself or for a gift 
We'll help you find just the right thing! 
Free Gift Wrap! 
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team's    second-half   rally. 
This is a very important 
win for us." 
CLEVELAND    STATE 
built an early 21-10 lead on 
the strength of crisp passing, 
good shot selection and the 
play of Sue Hlavacek, who 
paced the Vikings with 21 
points and 14 rebounds. 
But the Falcons closed the 
gap to 37-30 at halftime on a 
Bobbi Little 15-foot jumper 
at the minute mark and 
taura Maczko's back-tfr 
back shots in the final 30 
seconds, the last a 
desperation toss from the 
corner at the buzzer. 
Paced by the all-around 
play of Little, Jenny Gill, and 
Michelle     Stevens,     the 
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Army ROTC offers you a 
two-year management 
training program during 
college To give you a head 
start on life after college 
You'll learn to lead To 
manage people, money 
and material You'll also 
earn a commission as an 
Army officer Credentials 
which will set you apart in 
the |ob market 
Whatever you're plan- 
ning to do after college. 
Army ROTC provides ca- 
reer opportunities that fit 
right in part-time Re- 
serve service while you're 
employed in the civilian 
community or full-time 
active duty starting at 
$11,000 per year 
Get a head start on life 
after college Get started 
in Army ROTC For details, 
contact 
Captain John 0'Neil 
157 Memorial Hall  or 
call   372-2476 
TW-YEJU 
Falcons closed to within one 
point on two occassions in 
the second half, but the 
Vikings pulled away to a 53- 
44 lead with 5:29, setting the 
stage for the girl's final five- 
minute rally. 
Little gave the ladybirds 
the lead for the first time on 
a turn around jumper from 
the baseline at 2:45 to give 
BG a 54-53 advantage, which 
they never lost. 
AGAIN, THE women had 
trouble from the field, hitting 
only 38 percent, but they 
turned the ball over only 14 
times, turned in 10 steals and 
dished out 19 assists. 
The Falcons battle Dayton 
at Anderson Arena 
tomorrow at 4 p.m. 
Bobcats invade 
ByTnm Raumann 
Assistant Sports Editor 
The Bowling Green wrestlers entertain powerful Ohio 
University tomorrow at 9 a.m. after another unsuccessful bid 
for their first Mid-American Conference iMAC) win of the 
season. 
Wednesday, the Falcons fell victim to Hasten Michigan, 
24-20, as in juries again took their toll. 
"We could have easily have won our first MAC match up 
there I Ypsilanti, Mich. I if we could have used either l tarry) 
Anzivine or iToin) Mitchell.'' Coach Pete Kiesen said. "It 
was just a case of not having the right people in there at the 
nghtlnne." 
Anzivine. the Falcons' 12li-pounder. was out because of a 
lacerated tongue received last weekend at Muskingum. 
Mitchell has been out of the lineup for more than a week due 
to the flu. Both are questionable for tomorrow. 
IGAINST EASTERN. Jerry little replaced Anzivine, but 
lost, 8-2. At 142 i Mitchell's weight divisioni, the Falcons 
didn't have a replacement SO they were forced to forfeit. 
Two Falcon grapplers recorded pins against the Hurons. 
Mark Mayer pinned Dean Sauer at 2:51 in the 158-pound 
match, while heavyweight Dan Stokes pinned Brian Fabbri 
at 5:48. 
Other bright spots for the Falcons were Jay ljles. who 
recorded a superior decision over Todd Giltner. 234, and the 
improving Jim Warmmgton, who beat John Eisley, 10-8. 
VVaniiington. however, is doubtful for tomorrow as he 
suffered a knee injury in the first period of his match. That 
means four of the regular starters may not see action 
tomorrow, 
Cagers host Western tomorrow 
Hammye is big 'sixth man' 
By Steve Sadler 
Assistant Sports Editor 
On Jan. U at about 3:30 p.m. in Anderson Arena, senior 
center Ron Hammye went crashing to the floor with an ankle 
injury, and it appeared that Bowling Green's chances for a 
respectable season went crashing down with him. 
But when the Falcons take the floor tomorrow afternoon 
at 2 to host Western Michigan, Kon Hammye will be an in- 
tricate part of an improving basketball team. 
The Falcons, 8-12 overall and 6-4 in the Mid-American 
Conference iMAC) are suddenly in the thick of the race 
again, particularly if the energy crisis forces the MAC to 
have a mini tournament with the top four teams to decide the 
league's NCAA tournament representative. The Falcons are 
currently fourth. 
Despite not cracking the starting lineup since returning 
from a minor ankle sprain, Hammye has been playing his 
best basketball at BG and has been rewarded for his efforts 
in the last three games with the MAC player of the week 
award. 
LAST S \TURUAY Hammye sunk the winning basket with 
24 seconds left to upset Toledo 69-68. In the two previous 
games he scored 19 points (versus Ohio I and 20 points 
i against Miami I, and over the three-game haul grabbed 29 
rebounds. 
Its a prestigious award," Hammye said.   "Something 
that came about because of teammates and winning. 
Beating Toledo is how it came about." 
"1 think it takes a great character. Coach John Weinert 
said of Hammye's new role of coming off the bench after 
starting for 3'2 years. "He's not just sitting there, he is 
cheering on every play. 
' In my long career I've had kids you put on the bench and 
they become sullen." Weinert said. "Right now he has the 
mental capability to look at the game and go into the game 
knowing what to do." 
Actually. Hammye is getting as much playing time as 
always, but now at more important limes in the game. 
• HE'S PLAYING the same amount of time, but in more 
critical times." Weinert said. "People appreciate Hammye 
more now than they did before.'' 
Though Hammye. now the leading scorer for the Falcons 
with a 13.7 average, accepts his sixth-man role, he makes no 
bones about wanting to start. 
I'd rather be starting." he said. "But if it's better for the 
team, and the coaches think its for the betterment of the 
team, I'll do it." 
Speaking of having Hammye in critical parts of the game. 
Weinert thought back to the Falcon captain's winning basket 
at Toledo. 
"I'm glad he was in there then instead of sitting next to 
me." 
How They Finish 
Miami 18 2) At Ohio IF II), Central (F -22), At Eastern (F 25). 
■ Toiido(M I), At Ball State IMil, Eastern 1M6I. 
Central Michigan (' 3)  Ball Slate (F l»), At Miami (F 22). 
Western IF 25), At Ohio (Ml), At Toledo IM 4), BG (M 6, it nee). 
Toii-do I'll  northern Illinois (F 18), At Kent State (F 22), 
Bail State IF 25), At Miami (Ml), Central IM 4). 
Bowling Grenn (6 4) Western <F -18), At Northern Illinois (F 
22). At Ohio (F 25), Kent Stale (Ml), At Eastern (M4), At 
Central (M 6. it nee.). 
Newsphotoby Larry Kayser 
RON HAMMYE drives to the basket for two points earlier this season 
a|| HIS" Miami. 
